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Abstract Black carbon (BC) aerosols influence precipitation through a range of processes. The climate
response to the presence of BC is however highly dependent on its vertical distribution. Here, we analyze
the changes in the energy budget and precipitation impacts of adding a layer of BC at a range of altitudes in
two independent global climate models. The models are run with atmosphere‐only and slab ocean model
setup to analyze both fast and slow responses, respectively. Globally, precipitation changes are tightly
coupled to the energy budget. We decompose the precipitation change into contributions from absorption of
solar radiation, atmospheric longwave radiative cooling, and sensible heat flux at the surface. We find that
for atmosphere‐only simulations, BC rapidly suppresses precipitation, independent of altitude, mainly
because of strong atmospheric absorption. This reduction is offset by increased atmospheric radiative
longwave cooling and reduced sensible heat flux at the surface, but not of sufficient magnitude to prevent
reduced precipitation. On longer timescales, when the surface temperature is allowed to respond, we find
that the precipitation increase associated with surface warming can compensate for the initial reduction,
particularly for BC in the lower atmosphere. Even though the underlying processes are strikingly similar in
the two models, the resulting change in precipitation and temperature by BC differ quite substantially.

Plain Language Summary Soot particles change precipitation by absorbing solar radiation and
heating the surrounding air. The atmosphere rapidly adjusts to this added warming by changing relative
humidity, clouds, and precipitation. We use two climate models to investigate these rapid adjustments in the
atmosphere caused by soot particles. We insert soot particles in different vertical layers in the models and
find that soot particles quickly warm the atmosphere and reduce precipitation. Soot particles at higher
altitudes stabilize the atmosphere and increase cloud cover located below. Given all the processes soot
particles influence in the atmosphere, the similarities in underlying processes by the two climate models are
striking. The resulting change in precipitation and temperature differ quite substantially.

1. Introduction

Black carbon (BC) aerosols can influence precipitation by absorbing solar radiation and changing the atmo-
spheric heating rates (Ming et al., 2010; Ramanathan et al., 2001). The atmosphere rapidly adjusts to this
added heat by changing the clouds, relative humidity, and precipitation. These effects, which occur indepen-
dently of any subsequent change in surface temperature, are commonly termed rapid adjustments to the
instantaneous (direct) radiative forcing of BC (Boucher et al., 2013). Different climate forcers, such as BC,
scattering aerosols or CO2, can induce very different rapid adjustments (on short timescale typically days)
(Smith et al., 2018; Stjern et al., 2017). Slow feedbacks on the other hand, caused by the response in surface
temperatures, seem to be less dependent on the initial climate forcer (Richardson et al., 2018). The separa-
tion between rapid adjustments and the feedback from surface temperature change, often termed the fast
response and slow response respectively, has proven to be useful when studying precipitation (Andrews
et al., 2010; Samset et al., 2016). The fast response can further be divided into the instantaneous (or initial)
perturbation and the rapid adjustment (Sherwood et al., 2015). The modeled precipitation response to BC
perturbations is far more diverse than for other climate drivers (Samset et al., 2016). This is partly because
of the complexity of BC RF on the climate, the vertical dependence on the climate response of BC, and
the large negative fast precipitation changes due to strong absorption of solar radiation, all of which may
be treated differently between current climate models.

Both the magnitude and sign of changes in surface temperatures depend on the vertical distribution of BC.
BC at low altitudes can warm the surface (and the surrounding air), while BC at high altitudes has a weak
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positive or negative surface temperature change, by absorbing and reducing downwelling solar radiation
(Ramanathan & Carmichael, 2008). This is especially true in the Arctic, where the strong static stability lim-
its vertical mixing of air masses (Flanner, 2013; Sand et al., 2013). The net impact of BC on clouds is complex
(Koch &Del Genio, 2010). Depending on the altitude, BC can either reduce or increase the cloud cover (Ban‐
Weiss et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2005). For instance, by warming the surrounding air, BC can evaporate
nearby clouds or inhibit cloud formation (Ackerman et al., 2000; Hansen et al., 1997). BC located above
clouds on the other hand may increase the static stability in the atmosphere and increase stratocumulus
clouds below (Johnson et al., 2004). BC located below clouds can promote convection and thereby increase
cloud cover (Feingold et al., 2005). Therefore, the estimate of the rapid adjustment (previously often referred
to as semi‐direct effect) will be highly dependent of both the simulated cloud and BC fields in each model
(Hodnebrog et al., 2014). Despite the numerous ways BC can impact clouds, however, cloud responses from
BC at different locations relative to clouds are broadly similar in GCMs and large eddy simulations (LES)
(Koch & Del Genio, 2010). There are observational evidences of rapid adjustments in polluted, smoky con-
ditions that cause a reduction in low clouds (Ackerman et al., 2000; Koren et al., 2004, 2005; Li et al., 2011).
Whether this reduction is due to increased stabilization that suppresses cloud formation or a “burn‐off
effect” of BC absorption in cloud droplets is difficult to distinguish.

Previously, Samset and Myhre (2015) inserted BC in different model layers in the Community Atmosphere
Model version 4 (CAM4) to investigate the climate response to BC at a given altitude. They found that the
positive instantaneous RF by BC is strongly offset by negative rapid adjustments in the atmosphere.
Furthermore, both the instantaneous radiative aerosol effect and the rapid adjustment of BC strengthen with
altitude of about the same magnitude, so the net effective radiative forcing is nearly constant with altitude of
BC. The precipitation response on a long timescale was found to be negative at all altitudes, except when BC
was inserted between the surface and 900 hPa. Analysis from the Precipitation Driver Response Model
Intercomparison Project (PDRMIP) suggests that the rapid adjustments of BC are negative and offset more
than half of its instantaneous effect (Smith et al., 2018).

Here we analyze the precipitation response to BC inserted at different altitudes in more detail, by adding one
more model to the analysis (GISS ModelE) and by separating between the rapid adjustments in the atmo-
sphere and the slow feedbacks linked to surface temperature changes. To understand the precipitation
changes due to BC, we analyze the energy budget. Precipitation changes are constrained by the global energy
budget, and there is a balance between the latent heat of condensation released by precipitation and the net
atmospheric cooling. We therefore decompose the precipitation response into contributions from absorption
of solar radiation, atmospheric longwave radiative cooling, and sensible heat flux at the surface.

2. Methods
2.1. Climate Models

We use two global climate models: the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community
Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4) (Neale et al., 2010) and the Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GISS) ModelE NonINTeractive (“NINT”) version 2.1 (GISS‐E2) (Schmidt et al., 2014). CAM4 is run with
a horizontal resolution of 1.9° × 2.5° and a vertical resolution of 26 layers. The top layer is at 3 hPa (approx.
40 km height). GISS‐E2 is run with a horizontal resolution of 2° × 2.5° and a vertical resolution of 40 layers
where the top model layer is at 0.1 hPa (approx. 60 km height). The aerosol fields in both models are pre-
scribed, there are no aging processes included, and BC is assumed fully externally mixed. This is a crude
assumption for BC, but here we study the response to an amount of absorption rather than a realistic absorp-
tion enhancement (Fierce et al., 2020). Aerosol‐cloud microphysical interactions are not included, that is,
the only feedback from BC aerosols on cloud formation and properties comes through local heating and
impacts on lapse rates, humidity, and circulation.

2.2. Experimental Setup

We add a globally uniform burden of 3.0 mg m−2 BC in each model layer (26 layers in CAM4 and 30 layers
[the lowest of total 40] in GISS‐E2) and perform separate simulations for each addition. Note that since the
vertical layers in the twomodels differ, the thickness and thus the BCmass mixing ratio vary. To separate the
fast response to the addition of BC from the surface temperature response BC, we run the models with fixed
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sea surface temperatures (fSST) for each perturbed simulation (26 simulations for CAM4 and 30 for GISS‐E2)
and compare each simulation with an unperturbed baseline simulation (year 2000). We analyze the average
of the last 5 years of each simulation of a total of 7 years for CAM4 and the last 10 years of total 15 years for
GISS‐E2. The reason for the different simulation years is because simulations with CAM4 was already per-
formed in the previous study (Samset &Myhre, 2015). To investigate the total response of BC, that is, includ-
ing surface temperature change, we run each model 30 years with a slab ocean model (SOM) where the
temperature of the ocean is calculated based on the mixed‐layer depth and the surface energy fluxes. Here
we analyze the average of the last 10 years for both models. For CAM4, not all layers were perturbed in
the SOM setup to save computational time.

2.3. Energy Budget

The instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF) and the rapid adjustments are estimated as described below fol-
lowing Chung and Soden (2015).

IRF ¼ ERF − RA (1)

ERF is the effective radiative forcing, and RA is rapid adjustments, where ERF is the top of the atmo-
sphere radiation imbalance from fSST simulations. The IRF is calculated as a second call in the radiation
code (with and) without any scattering/absorption of aerosols, and the RA is calculated as a residual.

Inspired by O'Gorman et al. (2012), we analyze the energy budget to understand how BC influence precipi-
tation. On a global scale the latent heat released by precipitation will be balanced by the net atmospheric
cooling:

LcΔP ¼ ΔQþ ΔH ¼ ΔLWC − ΔSWA − ΔSH þ ΔH (2)

Lc is the latent heat of condensation, P is precipitation, Q is the net atmospheric cooling, LWC is the atmo-
spheric longwave cooling, SWA is the atmospheric SW absorption, and SH is the sensible heat flux. When
we separate the precipitation response between ocean and land, we also include the dry static energy flux
divergence H (Muller & O'Gorman, 2011; Richardson et al., 2016). H is calculated as a residual. LWC is
purely a rapid adjustment through changes in temperature, water vapor, or clouds since no LW absorption
of BC is included in the two GCMs, whereas the SWA is mainly due to instantaneous perturbation of BC
but also a result of the rapid adjustments.

3. Results
3.1. Radiative Forcing of BC per Altitude

In Figure 1 we show how BC at different altitudes alters the radiative fluxes at the TOA and thus atmo-
spheric energy budget. Figure 1a shows the instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF), the effective radiative for-
cing (ERF), and the rapid adjustments at TOA, for BC added at the altitude given on the y‐axis. The ERF, that
is, the net energy imbalance at TOA (SW+ LW) is positive for all altitudes (solid line). In CAM4, the net flux
is strongest for BC added close to the surface. The IRF is positive and strengthens with altitude of BC (dotted
line). IRF increases with height because (i) the underlying albedo is higher for BC located above clouds, (ii)
more Rayleigh scattering (and hence more BC absorption), and (iii) less competition from other absorbing
components like water vapor and ozone higher up in the atmosphere (Samset & Myhre, 2011; Zarzycki &
Bond, 2010). The IRF is larger than ERF at TOA for all BC heights except for BC added close to the surface
in CAM4. The dash‐dotted curve shows the rapid adjustments, and this curve is the difference between the
IRF and ERF. The RAs are negative and offset the BC IRF for all layers except for BC close to the surface. In
both models the ERF is fairly constant with altitude of BC with largest deviations below 900 hPa and above
200 hPa. The IRF is somewhat stronger in magnitude in GISS‐E2 relative to CAM4, especially at high alti-
tudes. On the other hand, the RA is slightly weaker in magnitude in GISS‐E2 compared to CAM4. Since
the ERF is the sum of IRF and rapid adjustment, the difference between GISS‐E2 and CAM4 is larger than
the individual components of IRF and rapid adjustments. We will discuss the rapid adjustments and clouds
in more detail in section 3.3.
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The changes in the TOA radiative fluxes contribute to changes in the atmospheric energy budget as illu-
strated in Figure 1b. The SW absorption is strong and positive and increases with height. The SW absorption
by BC is larger for GISS‐E2 (red lines) compared to CAM4 (blue), similar to the IRF at the TOA. This is
because the total surface temperature response per BC height (shown in supporting information
Figure S1) is larger for GISS‐E2 compared to CAM4. Also, the atmospheric temperature change in the layer
BC is inserted is larger for GISS‐E2 compared to CAM4 above 950 hPa (Figure S1). The BC induced increase
in SW absorption and atmospheric temperatures cause more radiation to be emitted to space (and down-
wards), increasing radiative LW cooling. The LW cooling increases for all layers but is smaller than the
SW absorption. The sensible heat flux is negative for all layers. This means that heat is transferred from
the atmosphere to the surface for all layers BC is added. The decrease in sensible heat flux is larger for BC
added near the surface.

Figure 1c shows the surface temperature response in the SOM simulations normalized to the TOA ERF per
layer, that is, the climate sensitivity parameter. The climate sensitivity parameter is positive for BC added in
the lowest layers and decrease in magnitude the higher in the atmosphere BC is added. The normalized sur-
face temperature response is similar in the two models, except for the spike in GISS‐E2 at 900 hPa, which is
linked to the (global mean) ERF being close to zero (Figure 1a). For BC added in 900 hPa in GISS‐E2, the

Figure 1. (a) Changes in the TOA radiative fluxes per burden for each layer of inserted BC in the fSST runs. The y‐axis marks in the layer BC was inserted (in
hPa). ERF is the net TOA flux (solid), IRF is the TOA direct radiative effect (dotted curve), and Rap adj is the rapid adjustment as the flux at TOA (striped‐
dotted). (b) SW absorption, (solid) LW cooling (dotted), and sensible heat flux (dotted‐striped) for each BC layer in the fSST runs. (c) Surface temperature response
per forcing for each BC layer in the SOM ocean runs (K/Wm−2). (d) Precipitation change per forcing (mm year−1/W m−2) for each BC layer in the fSST runs and
the SOM runs, respectively.
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ERF is positive over land, but negative over tropical oceans (not shown). The climate sensitivity parameter
shows a similar shape as to Hansen et al. (1997, Figure 8a), where a ghost forcing of 4 W/m2 was introduced
at arbitrary heights.

The normalized precipitation response for both atmosphere‐only (fSST) and SOM simulations is shown in
Figure 1d. Here, the dotted lines represent the rapid adjustments from the atmosphere‐only simulations.
The solid lines represent the total response (in which also the surface temperature is also allowed to influ-
ence precipitation). Both the fast and total precipitation response is negative for all heights, except for the
total response near the surface, where the precipitation increases. The precipitation decrease per forcing is
larger for CAM4 compared to GISS‐E2. As in Figure 1c, the spikes are caused by a near‐zero ERF for BC
added at these levels.

To sum up, BC strongly absorbs solar radiation, which leads to a warming of the atmosphere andmore radia-
tion emitted to space. The direct radiative effect caused by the absorption of BC is positive and becomes strin-
ger with altitude. However, the net radiative imbalance at TOA, the ERF, is smaller, because rapid
adjustments are generally negative and offset the direct effect of BC. The SW absorption of BC leads to a
reduction in precipitation, except for BC near the surface on long timescales. We will look at this in more
detail in Figures 2 and 3.

3.2. The Energetic Perspective of BC on Precipitation

In Figure 2 we decompose the fast precipitation response into the energy budget terms from Equation 2 and
split between global, land, and ocean mean, respectively. Furthermore, Equation 2 shows the budget is
balanced, and the sign convention for SW absorption and sensible heat flux is negative. Inserting BC results
in a decrease in precipitation at all altitudes studied here, in both models, as illustrated by the blue dots.
Globally, the precipitation decrease is strongest for BC added around 200 hPa. The negative precipitation
response is mostly due to an increase in atmospheric SW absorption (yellow bars). The precipitation reduc-
tion is partly offset by an increase in LW atmospheric cooling (light blue bars) and a reduction in sensible
heat flux (green bars) as the atmosphere warms and more radiation is emitted to space and downwards.
For BC located above 200 hPa, the LW cooling increases and almost balances the SW absorption.

The precipitation reductions are stronger over the oceans compared to land, mainly due to a positive dry sta-
tic energy flux and a larger reduction in sensible heat flux over land. When the dry static energy flux is posi-
tive over land (and negative over oceans), it means energy is transported from the land to the oceans. The
positive dry static energy flux over land implies that circulation changes over land dampens the reduction
in precipitation.

We note that in both models, the global energy budget is closed, that is, the LdP term calculated from the
modeled precipitation change itself is identical to the one calculated using the energy balance terms in
Equation 2.

Figure 3 shows the total response from the slab ocean simulations. Here we see that on longer timescales BC
may increase precipitation by warming the surface. For BC added near the surface, a positive surface tem-
perature response and an increase in water vapor increase the longwave radiative cooling. This leads to
an increase in precipitation. In general, the longwave radiative cooling from an increase in temperature at
the surface and in the atmosphere is larger in the slab ocean simulations compared to the fSST simulations,
making the precipitation change less negative on longer timescales.

3.3. Rapid Adjustments

In Figure 1a we showed that the global mean rapid adjustments of BC were negative, except close to the sur-
face. The BC rapid adjustments vary regionally. This can be seen in Figure 4, where the geographical distri-
bution of the rapid adjustments from Figure 1a is plotted for five selected BC levels (given in hPa on top left
of each panel). For BC injected at the surface layer, the global mean rapid adjustments are positive, with high
values in the Arctic and over the oceans. The areas with positive values are co‐located with the largest reduc-
tions in low clouds (Figure 5a) and surface warming (Figure S2). The global mean rapid adjustments become
increasingly negative with BC height.

The low‐level cloud threshold in the two models is bounded by the surface to up to 680–700 hPa, which
means that in the two lowest panels in Figure 5a BC is added within the low cloud layer. Here we see that
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Figure 2. The atmospheric energy budget for each BC insertion for the fast‐feedbacks (fSST runs) global average (top), land average (middle), and ocean average
(bottom). Each bar represents one simulation (perturbation‐baseline). The y‐axis marks the altitude of the layer at which BC was inserted. LWC is the longwave
cooling, SWA is the shortwave absorption, SH is the sensible heat flux, Lc is the latent heat of condensation, P is precipitation, and H is the dry static energy
divergence. Note the sign convention, chosen so that positive changes imply a precipitation increase.
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2, but for the total (fast + slow) response (SOM runs). Note that not all layers were perturbed for CAM4.
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Figure 4. Annual mean change in the rapid adjustments between five perturbed fSST runs and the baseline run (fast response). The BC injection height/layer for
the perturbed run is specified in hPa, for GISS‐E2 (left) and CAM4 (right). Global mean change in rapid adjustments at TOA is given on top of each plot.
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the global mean low cloud cover decreases, especially for marine stratocumulus clouds near coastal areas.
Global mean low cloud cover increases when BC is added at higher altitudes. This is consistent with a
stabilization of the atmosphere, and less convective activity. At these BC insertion altitudes, the models
differ in areas with marine stratocumulus clouds near coastal areas, where the low clouds decrease in
GISS‐E2 and increase in CAM4.

The rapid adjustments are positive in areas with the largest increase in high clouds (Figure 5b), in particular
for CAM4. The two top panels lie within the high‐level cloud threshold above 400 hPa. High clouds increase
globally by 30–50% in CAM4 for BC added to these top layers (above 350 hPa). For GISS‐E2 the pattern is
quite different, with a reduction in high clouds. The exception is subtropical oceanic areas near South
Africa and South America, where also CAM4 shows the largest increases in high clouds. These results are
consistent with Figure 6, where the overall changes are similar between the two models with different mag-
nitude of cloud changes. To summarize, BC located near the surface reduces low cloud cover, while BC
added at higher altitudes enhances low clouds. While the low cloud response is fairly similar between the
models, this is not the case for high clouds. At high altitudes BC increases the high cloud cover in CAM4
but reduces the high cloud cover in GISS‐E2 except in a thin belt south of the ITZC, where also CAM4 shows
maximum increase in high clouds. This difference is mainly due to enhanced warming at higher altitudes in
GISS‐E2 compared to CAM4 as we will show next.

Figure 5. Annual mean relative change (%) in (a) low cloud fraction and (b) high cloud fraction between five perturbed fSST runs and the baseline run (fast
response). The model layer with the added BC is specified in hPa, for GISS‐E2 (left column) and CAM4 (right column).
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Changes in the vertical profiles of global mean temperature, relative humidity, and cloud fraction in shown
in Figure 6, for seven selected BC insertions (given as colored dots on the y‐axis). The warming of the atmo-
sphere by BC is largest in the layer BC is inserted and increases with injection height layer (Figure 5a), since
the local heating rates depends on the density. The warming spreads to layers above and below this layer,
with strong similarities between CAM4 and GISS‐E2. This vertical energy transport is sufficiently strong that
BC added to layer in the upper troposphere leads to warming in the lower stratosphere. Temperature and
relative humidity are inversely related, where the increased temperature induced water vapor is not strong
enough to compensate the temperature itself. Relative humidity decreases in the air surrounding BC but
increases above and below the added BC layer, especially for BC added at high altitudes. BC also reduces
the fraction of surrounding clouds but increases the amount of clouds located below, largely following the
pattern of relative humidity. For BC added at 600 hPa and higher, cloud cover also increases above the added
BC layer, especially in CAM4. The enhanced warming in the layer BC is inserted just below 200 hPa in
GISS‐E2 compared to CAM4 (dark blue lines) partly explain why the high cloud fraction is decreasing here
for GISS‐E2. For BC added in the lower and middle troposphere the changes in relative humidity and clouds
are similar between the two models. For BC added in the upper troposphere on the other hand, the differ-
ences in relative humidity and corresponding changes in high clouds are larger. To fully understand these
differences, targeted simulations and additional analysis are needed.

Even though the high cloud response differs between the models, the rapid adjustments are quite similar
between the models. This is due to compensating effects. Figure 7 shows the geographical distribution of

Figure 6. Changes in global mean temperature, relative humidity, and cloud fraction per height at seven selected perturbed fSST runs and the baseline run, in
CAM4 (top) and GISS‐E2 (bottom). The dots on the second y‐axis represent the BC injection height for each experiment.
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LW cooling and SW absorption for the same five selected BC layers as in Figures 4 and 5. We find a large
decrease in the LW cooling linked to an increase in high clouds for BC added at high altitudes for both
models, counteracting the general LW‐induced cooling. This partly explains why the rapid adjustments
are so similar between the two models despite the relatively large differences in the high cloud response.
The SW absorption increases with BC height with a broader homogeneous geographical pattern. The
stronger SWA over land is due to higher surface albedo. SWA is stronger at high altitude BC in regions
with high abundance of clouds.

Figure 8 shows the geographical distribution of sensible heat flux change for five selected BC layers. Sensible
heat is here given as a reduction in the upward flux. The added warming reduces sensible heat flux from the
ground to the atmosphere, both over land and oceans (note that these are the fixed SST runs), but with an
inhomogeneous geographical pattern. Interestingly, the sensible heat flux is also reduced when BC is added
at higher altitudes. The pattern of sensible heat flux changes is overall very similar between the two models.

Figure 9 shows the zonal mean temperature response for BC added in four different altitudes. This is the
total response (slow + fast) calculated from the SOM simulations. BC heats the layer in which it is inserted,
and this warming spreads to layers above and below. The warming is larger for higher latitudes. For CAM4
the warming from BC added in the surface layer goes up to above 400 hPa at higher latitudes. When BC is
added at high altitudes, the absorbed energy is efficiently transported to higher levels in the tropics.

Figure 7. Annual mean change in (a) LW cooling and (b) SW absorption between five perturbed fSST runs and the baseline run (fast response). The BC injection
height/layer for the perturbed run is specified in hPa, for GISS‐E2 (left) and CAM4 (right).
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Figure 8. Annual mean change in surface sensible heat between five perturbed fSST runs and the baseline run. The BC injection height/layer for the perturbed
run is specified in hPa, for GISS‐E2 (left) and CAM4 (right).
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

When BC is abruptly added to the atmosphere, as we have done here through a set of idealized simulations
in two independent climate models, the increased absorption of solar radiation leads to a range of rapid
adjustments; altered stability, cloud fractions, relative humidity, and precipitation. We have shown that
these rapid adjustments are negative in terms of forcing at TOA at all layers, except for BC added in the
two lowest model layers, and offset the positive IRF due to BC. BC quickly warms the model layer where
it is inserted, reducing the relative humidity and the cloud fraction. The warming is then transported both
upwards and downwards in the models. This stabilizes the atmosphere and further increases the cloud cover
below, whereas it often causes larger instability and increasing the clouds above BC added to the middle and
upper troposphere. BC rapidly reduces precipitation in all layers by strongly absorbing solar radiation. The
added heat also reduces the sensible heat flux at the surface and increases the radiative longwave cooling.

Figure 9. Zonal mean temperature change between four SOM runs and the baseline run for GISS‐E2 (left column) and CAM4 (right column), for example, the
total response (fast + slow). The gray dots indicate the BC insertion height.
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Both these mechanisms contribute to precipitation increase, but the short‐wave absorption offsets this
increase. The precipitation decrease is mainly occurring over the oceans.

Our estimates of the atmospheric rapid adjustments are dependent on the BC‐cloud interactions and the
amount of BC absorption, both which are sensitive to the representation of BC (and clouds) in the models
(Bauer et al., 2010).

A key result from this study is the striking similarity on the underlying processes in the two models. The ver-
tical profile of atmospheric temperatures, clouds, and relative humidity's changes from BC have similar pat-
tern between the two, with some smaller geographical and magnitude differences. This leads to similar TOA
rapid adjustments in the two models, and they have almost the same shape of the IRF. Furthermore, BC
leads to highly comparable change in SW absorption, LW cooling, and sensible heat flux for the two models.

In this idealized study, we have added globally uniform levels of BC. In reality, BC is mainly emitted in areas
with large industrial activity and/or biomass burning. The total rapid adjustments of BC will depend on
emission location and lifetime. Recent studies suggest that BC has a lower lifetime (e.g., Bauer et al., 2013;
Hodnebrog et al., 2014; Schwarz et al., 2010). A lower lifetime will impact atmospheric BC profiles, empha-
sizing more low‐level BC. The ERF depends on the vertical profile of BC. As apparent in Figure 1b, the
higher BC is in the atmosphere, the stronger direct aerosol effect and rapid adjustments, as also shown in
other studies (e.g., Samset et al., 2013; Vuolo et al., 2014). To quantify the total impact on climate by BC
we need better estimates of BC mass absorption coefficients (Fierce et al., 2020) and BC lifetime.

Data Availability Statement

The model data from GISS ModelE and CAM4 supporting the findings of this study are openly available at
NIRD Research Data Archive (doi:10.11582/2020.00026).
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